A low-frequency Raman vibration mode, whose peak position and linewidth are independent of the sizes of Ge nanocrystals and the polarization configuration of incident excitation light, was observed in silicon oxide films embedded with Ge nanocrystals which were prepared using magnetron cosputtering of SiO 2 -Ge-Si targets. The peak position of the Raman mode is sensitive to the content of Si in the matrix. After the sample is annealed above a special temperature that increases with the content of Si, the Raman mode disappears. Microstructural observations and spectral analyses disclose that this low-frequency Raman mode arises from a local structure which is positioned at the surfaces of Ge nanocrystals and consists of Ge, Si, and O atoms. High-temperature annealing leads to the removal of Ge atoms from the local structure. As a result, the local vibration mode vanishes.
I. INTRODUCTION
Since the discovery of high efficient photoluminescence from porous Si, 1 various types of Si, Ge, and Si 1−x Ge x nanostructures ͑nc-Si, nc-Ge, and nc-Ge 1−x Si x ͒ have intensively been studied. Particle sizes and surface structures have been shown to be the most important factors that decide optical properties and light-emitting efficiencies of these nanostructural materials. As potential light-sources at the nanometer scale, these nanostructures are usually embedded in a transparent silicon oxide matrix.
In the past decade, low-frequency Raman scattering has widely been used to study the particle size distribution and the coupling between the particle and matrix according to the vibration theories of acoustic phonons confined in nanoparticles. [2] [3] [4] [5] An inversely-proportional relationship between the vibration frequency and particle diameter was often reported.
Up to now, many experiments have shown that the lowfrequency vibration characters of nc-Si and nc-Ge are strongly dependent upon the sample preparation conditions which directly determine the surface structure of nanoparticles. [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] Our recent work also disclosed that the low-frequency vibrations of nc-Ge, nc-Si, and nc-Ge 1−x Si x in silicon oxide depend on the coupling between nanocrystals and the matrix. 11 However, the influence of the matrix on the vibration properties of nanocrystals is sophisticated and still far from clearness. 12, 13 This is especially the case for Ge nanocrystals embedded in the matrix. Therefore, more experimental and theoretical studies are needed to address this problem. In this paper, we report a new phenomenon in the low-frequency Raman scattering of silicon oxide films embedded with Ge nanocrystals. A low-frequency Raman peak is observed. Its frequency and linewidth are independent of the particle size of nc-Ge and the polarization configuration of incident light. Spectral analyses reveal that the Raman mode arises from a local structure which is composed of Ge, Si, and O atoms and distributes at the surface of nc-Ge in the silicon oxide matrix.
II. SAMPLES AND EXPERIMENTAL METHOD
The samples used in this work were prepared using radio-frequency magnetron cosputtering of SiO 2 -Ge-Si targets and postannealing processing. This method has previously been used to fabricate nc-Ge-, nc-Si-, or nc-Ge 1−x Si x -embedded silicon oxide films. 11 In our current experiments, some Ge and Si chips were placed on a large silica target and cosputtered under the conditions of 1 Pa Ar gas, 140 W power, and room temperature. The area ratios of Ge and Si chips to silica target are P Ge = 4% and P Si =2%. The fabricated film is a sandwich structure, SiO 2 / SiO 2 : Ge: Si/ SiO 2 . The up and down layers are about 40 nm in thickness. The thickness of the sandwiched layer is about 3 m. The substrate is a ͗100͘-oriented c-Si wafer. The deposited films were then annealed at the temperatures ranging from 700 to 1100°C in N 2 ambient for 30 min. All the samples were characterized using high-resolution transmission electron microscope ͑HRTEM, CM200ST/FEG͒, x-ray diffraction ͑XRD, Rigaku D/max-RA type powder diffractometer using Cu K␣ radiation͒ and Fourier-transform infrared absorption spectra ͑FTIR, NEXUS870͒. Raman spectra were obtained on a T64000 triple Raman system at backscattering geometry using the 514.5 nm line of the Arion laser as an excitation source. Two different configurations were employed, with the excitation and detection po-larizations either parallel ͑polarized͒ or perpendicular ͑depolarized͒ to each other. All the measurements are run at room temperature. Figure 1 shows a typical HRTEM image of the nanocrystal-embedded film annealed at 950°C. We can see that the nanocrystals are generally spherical in shape and have random orientation, because the selected area electron diffraction pattern clearly shows two dispersive diffraction rings ͑see the inset of Fig. 1͒ . The marked spacing between the lattice fringes in the image is measured to be about 0.325 nm, which corresponds to the spacing between the ͑111͒ planes of nc-Ge. These TEM observations indicate that the average particle size is about 5 nm.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
To compare with our current experimental results, we first take a look at our previous depolarized Raman spectra of nc-Ge and nc-Ge 1−x Si x embedded in the silicon oxide films.
11 Figure 2͑a͒ is the Raman results from the samples fabricated under the condition of P Ge = 4% and P Si = 0%. The Raman peak at about 300 cm −1 corresponds to the TO/LO phonon mode of nc-Ge. Figure 2͑b͒ is the Raman results from the samples fabricated under the condition of P Ge = 4% and P Si = 6%. The Raman peaks at about 290, 410, and 480 cm −1 correspond to the Ge-Ge, Ge-Si, and Si-Si local optical phonon modes of nc-Ge 1−x Si x ͑x ϳ 0.46͒, respectively. The sharp peak at 521 cm −1 is from the TO/LO phonon of the c-Si substrate. It is obvious that with increasing annealing temperature, nc-Ge and nc-Ge 1−x Si x grow up quickly. In each spectrum of Figs. 2͑a͒ and 2͑b͒, an asymmetrical Raman peak appears in the low-frequency region. With the particles growing up, the low-frequency peak redshifts and becomes narrower in linewidth. This is a typical behavior of an acoustic phonon vibration mode confined in nanocrystals. In each polarized Raman spectrum ͑not shown͒, there is a similar low-frequency peak whose position is at a slightly higher frequency. It can be attributed to another confined acoustic phonon vibration mode. 11 Figures 2͑c͒ and 2͑d͒ respectively show the depolarized and polarized Raman spectra of the sandwich structures prepared under the current condition of P Ge = 4% and P Si =2%. It can clearly be seen that for the depolarized and polarized configurations, only the signal from Ge-Ge optical phonon appears in the high-frequency region of each Raman spectrum. Thus, we can infer that the formed nanocrystals are nc-Ge. However, for the present samples, the low-frequency Raman spectra are completely different from those in Figs. 2͑a͒ and 2͑b͒, displaying the following features: ͑1͒ With increasing the particle size ͑that is, increasing annealing temperatures from 700 to 950°C͒, the peak position only slightly shifts down from 38 to 35 cm −1 and no noticeable linewidth narrowing is observed; ͑2͒ The existence of this Raman peak is independent of the selected polarization configuration; ͑3͒ This low-frequency peak disappears in the samples annealed over 1000°C.
Since the vibration frequency and linewidth of this Raman mode are almost independent of the particle sizes, we can exclude the mode to be from any acoustic phonon vibration confined in nc-Ge with either free surface or fixed surface. We found that under excitation with the 632 nm line of laser at backscattering geometry and at room temperature. ͑a͒ P Ge = 4%, P Si = 0%, depolarized configuration; ͑b͒ P Ge = 4%, P Si = 6%, depolarized configuration; ͑c͒ P Ge = 4%, P Si = 2%, depolarized configuration; ͑d͒ P Ge = 4%, P Si = 2%, polarized configuration.
the He-Ne laser, this low-frequency Raman mode still exists at the same position. Therefore, it is not also a luminescence line. In addition, we can further rule out this vibration mode to be the Boson peak of amorphous SiO 2 , which is very broad.
14 Based on the above mentioned features of this lowfrequency Raman mode, we infer that it may arise from some kind of local structure, which is related to both Ge and Si atoms, because no similar low-frequency vibration mode was observed in the Raman spectra of pure silica, Si-doped silica, and Ge-doped silica.
To give more information about this local structure, we prepared another group of samples with Si contents slightly higher ͑P Si =3%͒. The depolarized Raman spectra of some annealed samples are shown in Fig. 3 . We can see that the formed nanocrystals are still nc-Ge, but the low-frequency vibration mode has not vanished in the samples annealed over 1000°C. In the sample annealed at 1100°C, although the position of this peak has shifted to 26 cm −1 , its shape and linewidth have no evident variation compared with those from the samples annealed at lower temperatures and from the samples prepared at P Si = 2%. Thus, we can infer that the low-frequency Raman mode from the two groups of samples ͑P Si = 3% and P Si =2%͒ originates from a similar local structure. The vibration frequency of this kind of local structure is sensitive to the content of Si in the matrix.
To identify the position of the local structure in the film, we prepared more samples under the condition of P Ge =1% and P Si = 2%. The depolarized spectra of the samples annealed at 1000, 850, and 700°C are displayed in Figs. 4͑b͒-4͑d͒. It is obvious that no nc-Ge was formed in the three annealed samples. Since our experiments have indicated that more Ge introduction ͑P Ge Ͼ 1%͒ would cause significant segregation of excessive Ge atoms to form nc-Ge ͓see Fig. 4͑a͔͒ , there should be enough Ge atoms to be involved in the special local structure. Considering such a fact that the samples without nc-Ge do not show the lowfrequency Raman vibration mode, we may infer that the local structure should exist at the surface of nc-Ge.
Below we discuss thermal stability of the local structure. Because the contents of both Ge and Si in our current silicon oxide films are very low, the infrared absorption spectra of all the Ge-or Si-doped samples are quite similar to that of amorphous silicon dioxide ͑a-SiO 2 ͒. It has been well known that in a-SiO 2 the Si-O-Si bond has three infrared absorption peaks at about 1095, 808, and 465 cm −1 , corresponding to the asymmetric stretching, bending, and rocking vibrations, respectively.
15 Table I shows the peak positions of the three absorption bands from the samples prepared under P Ge = 4% and P Si = 2%. It can be seen that with increasing annealing temperature, their peak positions gradually shift to those of a-SiO 2 . In the sample annealed at 1050°C, their positions are consistent with those of a-SiO 2 . This means that almost all excessive Ge and Si atoms have segregated into nanocrystals from the matrix at such a high temperature. This is accompanied with removal of the local structure. The thermal behavior confirms that the local structure is Si rich.
By comparing the intensity and width of optical phonon modes in the samples with and without Si doping, we have also found that the doping of Si has an effect of limiting nc-Ge growth. This means that excessive Si atoms can suppress the diffusion of Ge atoms in the matrix, which may be responsible for the improved thermal stability of the local structure when the content of Si increases from P Si =2% to 3% ͑see Fig. 3͒ . In addition, with increasing annealing temperature, excessive Ge atoms segregate to form nc-Ge. For   FIG. 3 . Depolarized Raman spectra of the silicon oxide films prepared under the condition of P Ge = 4%, P Si = 3% .  FIG. 4 . Depolarized Raman spectra of the silicon oxide films prepared under condition of P Ge = 1% and P Si =2% ͓spectra ͑b͒-͑d͔͒. Spectrum ͑a͒ is from the silicon oxide film prepared under the condition of P Ge = 4%, P Si = 2% and T a = 850°C.
TABLE I. The vibration frequencies of the Si-O-Si bond in the FTIR absorption spectra of a-SiO 2 and nc-Ge films prepared under the condition of P Ge = 4%, P Si = 2%. The data in parentheses is the error of peak frequency, which is estimated based on the sharpness of the absorption peak.
Sample preparation conditions the samples with excessive Si atoms, however, no nc-Si or nc-Ge 1−x Si x was detected from the Raman scattering results. We guess that one possible segregation process of excessive Si atoms is to form a Si-rich outer shell of nc-Ge, as in the case with higher contents of Ge and Si. 16, 17 But such a nanocrystal model with Ge-Si shell or amorphous Si shell cannot explain the damage of the local structure at high temperature, because this model will result in a heavier alloying of Ge and Si nanocrystals at high temperature. 17 In fact, the alloying phenomenon has not taken place in our current samples.
Based on the above experimental results, we infer that the local structure may be a Si-rich GeSiO ternary complex, which exists between Ge core and the silicon oxide matrix. Such a ternary interlayer is helpful for decreasing stress energy between nc-Ge and the silicon oxide matrix and can be responsible for the disappearance of the confined surface acoustic phonon modes in the present samples. According to the elastic continuum approximation, the reflection of sound waves at the interface is negligible when the acoustic impedances for the nanocrystal and the matrix match. 18 Acoustic impedance for Ge is about 2.14 times that of silica. The doping of both Si and Ge would obviously increase the acoustic impedance of the silicon oxide matrix. Therefore, when the acoustic impedance of the interlayer is close to that of the Ge nanocrystal, the confined acoustic vibration disappears. Since the interface layer is very complicated in structure, so far it is still difficult to give an exact model theoretically describing the local structure based on current experimental results. Further work is needed to address this issue from theory.
It is interesting to mention that in borosilicate glass embedded with CdSe nanocrystals, Saviot et al. 19 have also observed a narrow line whose position was near 38 cm −1 and almost independent of particle sizes. They believe that this narrow line cannot be related to any confined acoustic mode. They noticed that the energy of this line is close to the bulk band edge TA phonon energy and close to bulk E 2 optical mode energy in wurtzite CdSe. However, their explanation cannot be adopted to describe our experimental result. The reason is that the phonon spectrum of bulk Ge is different from that of wurtzite CdSe. In addition, the narrow line in our experiment disappears at high temperature. Most importantly, the frequency of the narrow line is sensitive to the content of Si, although the formed nanocrystals are still nc-Ge. Therefore, we believe that the low-frequency Raman mode in our experiment is from a local vibration in the interlayer.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have investigated the origin of a low-frequency Raman vibration mode in the Raman spectra of silicon oxide films embedded with nc-Ge. The peak position and linewidth of this vibration mode are independent of the size of nc-Ge and the polarization configuration of incident light. The vibration frequency is sensitive to the content of the doped Si atoms in the matrix. Our experiments reveal that this vibration mode arises from a local structure, which is composed of Ge, Si, and O atoms and is positioned at the surface of nc-Ge. This local structure would break down after the samples are annealed at a high temperature due to annealing out of Ge atoms from this structure. This work will be beneficial for further investigations on the low-frequency phonon property of nc-Ge in the silicon oxide matrix.
